
 
 

 

 

 
 

Area : 0,92 ha 
Age of the vines : 40 years 
Average annual production : 6 000 bottles 
Grape Variety: Pinot Noir 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Vintage 2018 
 
2018 is an early-harvest vintage marked by a spring and 
summer that were very hot and dry, resulting in very 
complete ripeness and perfectly healthy grapes. 
 
After a relatively mild and rainy winter 2017-2018, the 
cool, damp start of spring forecast a rather late harvest. The 
return of hot weather in April changed all that and the 
vines then set off growing very rapidly through to the end 
of summer. At the domain, the whole team had to double 
their efforts to keep up with the very active vine growth. 
Vine-flowering passed off perfectly from end May, 
announcing a harvest at the very beginning of September. 
The rainfall shortage in spring and summer did not pose a 
major problem for our vines, probably thanks to water 
reserves accumulated during the winter. Rain storms in the 
month of July allowed the vines to reach perfect ripeness 
at the beginning of September. Unfortunately, the storms 
on 3rd and 15th July provoked outbreaks of hail that 
seriously impacted on our sector of the Hautes-Côtes de 
Nuits (average loss of crop at 50%) and our parcel of ‘Les 
Chaliots’ located in Nuits-Saint-Georges (loss of around 
30%). 
We began harvesting on 4th September on the ‘Côte’ and 
finished on 17th September in the Hautes-Côtes. Grape 
healthiness was absolutely perfect and sorting was 
virtually unnecessary. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Only the crop from hail-damaged parcels had to be very 
carefully sorted and we were lucky to be able to use an 
optical grape sorter to remove grapes damaged by hail. 
 
This relatively early date of harvest and the perfect grape 
healthiness led to production of wines of great purity with 
beautiful freshness and bursting with fruit. The vintage 
already promises to be a very good one for laying down. 
 
In conclusion, 2018 is a vintage full of sunshine that gave 
seductive, pure wines with silky tannic structure and 
lovely acidity, signs that the most patient wine lovers will 
be rewarded. 
The weather profile of this vintage brings it close to 
vintages 2003 and 2009. 
 
 

Press review 
 

Jancis Robinson, January 2020 
Some good perfume aromatics here along with dark fruit. 
There is a lightness of touch to the fruit, quite elegant in 
style. Nice and focused and well put together. 

 
 

Allen Meadows, 10/01/2020, Issue 77 
An appealingly spicy nose offers up a mélange of black 
pinot fruit, exotic Asian tea, violet and an interesting hint 
of dried tangerine peel. There is both fine volume and 
intensity to the nicely complex medium-bodied flavors 
that are shaped by firm and ever-so-mildly edgy tannins 
though in this case my sense is that they could very well 
round out in time. 

 

Sarah Marsh, November 2019 
Succulent. Compact. Quite punchy. plentiful tannins. 
Aromatic finish. 16,65 


